Enter the Corporate Center on the 2nd floor Skywalk

You will need to badge in at the card reader under the AED

Move pass the Seven Sister’s Cafe and take a right

Walk down the hallway until you reach the elevators

Take the elevators from the 2nd floor to the Tunnel (T)

Once in the Tunnel, walk straight ahead All 5 Values are in View

Walk through the doors and enter Froedtert’s Hallway

You will come to an intersection labeled Children’s- Badge In

Once you badge in you will pass the cafeteria on the right

You will follow this hallway until you reach the elevators

You can use the "S" elevators to get to surgery & clinics

Follow the hallway pass the S elevators to get to X elevators

Take a left to enter the hallway to the "X" elevators for W Tower

You will need to badge in to the off stage area & elevators

Going back home you will need to badge into Children’s Tunnel

You will reverse the order in which you came in to go home